
 

 

 

Curricular Resources Subscription List Review 

Several teachers received emails this past week            

regarding curricular resources being used. Your            

feedback will be needed as we potentially renew and 

identify the curricular resources that will be used for the 

2023-24 school year and beyond. The number of              

curricular resources has expanded significantly over the 
past few years. Both open resource tools and program 

resource tools have been purchased for teacher use. 

Please review the link below that contains our current 

list of subscribed resources and their contract length. If 

you have any questions please let me know; I will assist. 

Upcoming Dates: 

3/24: OELPA 
Testing Closes 

3/28: CHS EOC 
Eng II Exam  

3/29: CHS EOC 

Eng II Exam 

4/6: No School; 
Break Begins  

4/17:School 
Resumes 

4/19: OST ELA 
Grades 3&4 

4/19: OST ELA 
Grades 5-8 

Some          
people look 
for a             
beautiful 
place.                
Others 
make a 
place      
beautiful.  
   ~Hazrat                   

     Inayat Kahn 

Clearview Sending Another Team of Educators to the Ron Clark Academy May 2023!  

Several initiatives in the Clearview Local Schools are inspired by the Ron Clark Academy. The 

most impactful being the implementation of our PBIS House System that began the start of the 

2022-23 school year. This initiative alone has not only made PBIS more visible in our district but 
it continues to inspired three valuable learning objectives: Leadership, Collaboration, and          

Competition. We are only in our first year and the potential for our PBIS House System appears 

to be endless. Clearview has set themselves apart from other districts in this regard. The               

implementation of this initiative was a direct result of last year’s District Leadership Team visit 

to the Ron Clark Academy for a day of professional development. The day was truly inspiring. 

The energy and enthusiasm for student education at 

the RCA is truly contagious and motivational.  
 

Therefore, we are happy to announce that Clearview 

will be sending a second group of educators to the Ron 

Clark Academy for PD on May 11th, 2023. Fifteen 

Clearview educators will be traveling to Atlanta,           

Georgia, for the RCA Experience! The fifteen attending 

include two administrators and thirteen House Leaders 

from each of our three school buildings. Their names 

are listed to the right. The team will leave on the        

evening of May 10th, engage in PD at the RCA on May 

11th, then return during the day on May 12th. This 

will be a great 

opportunity to 
build capacity 

for RCA                  

inspired ideas 

and initiatives 

in Clearview! 

CLS is again 

RCA Bound!!                

RCA Bound:  
Mike Newman 
Miles Jones 
Mark Majoras 
Dawn Maze 
Joanie Keppler 
Hillary Rios 
Molly Klonk 
Jennifer Koehn 
Alex Ritter 
Natalie Hanna 
Jennifer Fazio 
Nick Guerrieri 
Jennifer Anderson 
Dwayne Hoff 

Cassidy Byham 

  V o l u me  5 ;  I s sue  1 8 1                 M a r ch  2 4 ,  2 0 2 3     

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xWFr92367uMgmlHnb4G3RM-ECAw-JR7TR9P_DPYOpX8/edit?usp=sharing


Instructional Strategies Review: 10 Powerful Ways to End Lessons 

In each issue of the Connection I will review a particular Instructional 

Strategy: 10 Powerful Ways to End Lessons. Effective closing activities 

allow teachers to make better use of time by checking for                          

understanding, correcting misunderstandings, and putting a little fun 

into the process to motivate students to make sense of what they’ve just 

learned. Ever wonder if your students are leaving class with a true          
understanding of the day’s learning objective? Exit tickets are a common 

strategy used in this regard. However, there are similar activities that 

can be conducted that can communicate and assess student                 

understanding. Check out the article link below from Edutopia that       

covers ten creative strategies, also listed on the right, in detail.  

State Testing Update: State Testing Room Environment 

Each edition of the Curriculum Connection from this point forward through spring will contain 

a section regarding state testing. I will include various details about test scheduling, test           

preparation, and test background. State Testing will begin at CHS on March 28th and 29th with 
the administration of the English II End of Course Exam. In this issue I am sharing information 

regarding the importance of creating a positive testing room environment. 
 

Now that state testing has arrived, it is important to note the significance 

of creating a positive testing environment for our students. Test               
environment can make the difference between a student giving their best 

effort or not giving their best effort. Create an environment in your testing 

room that is friendly, organized, structured, and calm. Instill an aura of 

confidence and comfort within your test proctoring room simply through 

your demeanor and positive words of encouragement. What does this look 

like? Examples include: Greeting kids at the door; providing mints;         

having directions clearly defined; giving words of confidence and support 

“You’ll do great,” “I know you are going to crush this,” responding to tech 

issues with composure, etc. Such examples make a difference with             

instilling the proper mindset for our students to perform their very best!  

Closing Activities: 
1. Two Dollar                   

Summary 
2. Clear or Cloudy 

3. Appreciation,                
Apology, Aha! 

4. Six Word                             
Summaries 

5. Traffic Light 
6. Video Journals  

7. Rock, Paper,                  
Scissors 

8. Quiz the Next Class 
9. Classroom Beach 

10.Optimistic Closure 

Create an  
environment  
in your           
testing room 
that is 
friendly,        
organized, 
structured, 
and calm.  

Clearview Sends Three Teacher Representatives to IXL Live PD! 

IXL is a digital instructional resource used in Clearview for grades 4-12 math 

and also for grades 5-8 science. IXL provides content assessment and        

diagnostic information on student academic progress. It contains in depth 

item analysis, student usage data, and trouble spot identification, allowing 

teachers to get the information they need to differentiate instruction. IXL is 

conducting a professional development event titled IXL Live on March 30th in Cuyahoga Falls, 
Ohio. Clearview participants include Kari Cooley, Doug Benzel, and Sally Roule. They will 

learn IXL classroom strategies, explore IXL features and resources, and collaborate with local 

IXL users. The goal will be to learn, share, and build capacity for effective IXL use in the district!    

Clearview HS Will Be Next to Receive a Book Vending Machine!  

Clearview has once again received the GPD Group Employees’           

Foundation Grant. The district also received this grant last year that 

helped to pay for book vending machines for both Vincent                 

Elementary and Durling Middle School. With the latest grant award 

CHS will be next to get a book vending machine. The machine takes 

tokens that can be given to students for a book they can keep. This 

can be used for PBIS and also to promote and encourage reading!!  

https://www.edutopia.org/article/10-powerful-ways-to-end-your-lessons


Active, Engaged, and Innovative Classroom Learning in Clearview!  

Each issue of Curriculum Connection will include reports from our classrooms around the       

district. We want to do our best to promote active, engaged, and innovative lesson plans. What 

are your colleagues doing to engage Clearview students? The idea is to show appreciation for the 

hard work it takes to plan and develop such lessons.  

This past week CHS students, accompanied by    

Marie Ternes, Scott Sloboda, and Kaylee Green 

were able to see first-hand technology, sustainable 

design, and sheer American grit at the Ford River 

Rouge Plant. Students got an inside look at the  

making of the Ford F-150 and immersed themselves 

in modern manufacturing and witnessed the assembly line model from above the factory. The 
group also visited the Henry Ford Museum paying homage to some of our nation’s most prolific 

thinkers and doers. The museum uniquely crafts stories about the people, places, events, and  

innovations that have shaped America. Students were able to reflect on the Women’s Suffrage 

Movement, the Civil Rights Movement, a special Scooby-Doo Mystery Exhibit, and the evolution of 

transportation in the air and on the ground. Some of the highlights were the Rosa Parks Bus, The 

Lincoln Assignation Chair, and the Dymaxion house of the 40s! Great Experience! (Sloboda written- thanks!)   

Students at VES got a visit recently from the Great 

Lakes Science Center who conducted their Fire and Ice 

Assembly. This was an awesome learning experience 
for the kids! Jamie Dodson acquired a Foundation 

Grant and made the arrangements for the assembly. 

Thanks Jamie! Kids were thrilled and amazed to watch 

chemical reactions and changes in the states of matter 

using fire and water. Learning about science is so 

much better when experienced and seen first hand. The crew from the Great 

Lakes Science Center did an awesome job performing and engaging VES with many exciting and 

educational experiments. Don’t try this at home kids!!!  

Robots and Coding at DMS!! Students in grade 5 and 6 

are getting an awesome experience with a couple unique 

coding programs. Assistant Principal Penny Reinhart  

secured a grant for DMS for robotic coding equipment 

from Sphero and from the Wonder Workshop for Dash and 

Dot Robots. Kids program specific codes into a computer 

that digitally speaks to the robots thus manipulating their 

movements. The programs allow for soccer games and 

race car track games to be played. Penny adjusted the 

DMS schedule so these kids could gain needed tech experience; these coding games make it fun!!  

At Vincent Elementary this past week I stopped in to 

observe a math lesson in 4th grade with Veronica 

Feicks and Sean Hogan. They arranged their class 

for math stations. Each station was identified as a 

different color: red, blue, yellow, and green. Kids 

were strategically placed into one of the stations      

according to their level and need. Veronica was         

conducting a guided math lesson at the yellow          

station where she was reviewing subtraction             

problems using our new Reveal Math program. Sean was leading the green 

station with a group of students and reviewing division problems. Kids in the red station were  

using Splash Learn for a lesson on counting money. The green station reviewed fact fluency         

practice with XtraMath. Structured, organized, and differentiated. Nice work Veronica and Sean!!  
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One of the ELA electives that is available for students at 

CHS is titled Holocaust Literature. The course is taught by 

Hollie Sloboda. Hollie has enough student interest in the 

course that she now teaches a second level titled Holocaust 

Literature II. I visited the class this past week. The students 

were giving presentations (Clearview Literacy Plan) on a self 
selected book that they had picked to read. All of the book 

selections were provided by Hollie and pertained to the  

Holocaust and the time period. The activity was very           

structured in the fact that Hollie had specific set of  questions asked to each 

group of students presenting their book. One of the questions required students 

to give their opinion and critique the book (DOK 3). Students had to justify their 

rating and provide evidence. Kids did great on the presentations and appeared very                        

knowledgeable on their book reviews!! Nice Work!!  

Jackie Michalek teaches 2nd grade at Vincent          

Elementary. To coincide with the recent St. Patrick’s 

Day holiday she conducted a fun, interactive math    

lesson with her students. Using our TpT district             

account, Jackie found a challenge packet for math facts 

and fluency. Kids had to answer various, fun           

challenges regarding 2nd grade standards for math. While the kids were         

engaged Jackie assisted and provided support where needed. Once a student 

completed the entire challenge the kids earned a treat bag of Lucky Charms! (which Jackie          

organized and provided herself) Lucky Kids!! While enjoying their snack students engaged in       

digital Splash Learn activities on their laptops.  

Is that Blondie playing?!? This past Thursday I was drawn into 

Karrie Stafford’s classroom by some peppy music being played 

for the kids. Karrie found a music video that parodied the old 

Blondie song “Call Me” but instead of Call Me the lyric was 

changed to “Charlemagne.” Charlemagne, the "Father of            

Europe" (Pater Europae), united most of Western and Central  

Europe and was the first emperor of the region after the fall of 

the Roman Empire 768-814. Karrie provided a graphic organizer on her google 

classroom where kids filled in information on this emperor. She also had her 

students utilize a website Ducksters.com that was used as a digital resource for the information 

needed. Karrie then led a class quiz that was projected on her whiteboard that provided               

immediate feedback serving as a formative assessment.  

I made a visit to Jennifer Koehn’s grade 6 ELA class 

this past week. Jen had several learning activities being 

conducted. First, she began class with a daily grammar 

warmup and lesson. Several sentences were corrected 

for grammatical errors then reviewed whole group. Next, 

Jennifer introduced a new unit on Informative Writing. 

She reviewed several details and characteristics about 

this specific type of writing then kids had to write a 5 paragraph essay based 

on two topics she provided: Buster Brown and The Green Book. Why those?? 
Both are related to the current novel the class is reading, The Watsons Go to Birmingham-1963 by 

Christopher Paul Curtis. Great to see the writing and reading lessons connected together!!  

https://www.ducksters.com/

